This paper studies a new data mining problem called multiinstance outlier identification. This problem arises in tasks where each sample consists of many alternative feature vectors (instances) that describe it. This paper defines the multi-instance outliers and analyzes the basic types of multiinstance outliers. Two general identification approaches are proposed based on the state-of-the-art (single-instance) outlier detector LOF (local outlier factor). One approach utilizes the underlying mechanism of the kernel method and plunges the set distance into LOF to detect the multiinstance outliers. The other approach takes each instance's neighborhood into account. Based on the two approaches, four concrete multi-instance outlier detectors are then introduced. We conduct experiments over four synthetic data collections and three real-world data collections (two Musk data sets [22, 23] and a hard-drive inspection data set [24]). The experimental results show that the proposed multi-instance outlier detectors are effective while the algorithms that ignore the multi-instance settings perform poorly. Especially, the results on the two Musk sets are consistent with the multi-instance learning results; the results on the hard-drive inspection data set demonstrate that multi-instance outlier identification is promising for real applications.
Introduction.
Outlier detection is a hot research topic and has been successfully applied in many areas such as intrusion detection and interesting event discovery [5, 16, 20] . In recent years, multi-instance learning [7] has been obtained increasing attention in machine learning community. It arises in tasks where each object consists of multiple instances (feature vectors) instead of only one instance (feature vector). To adapt outlier detection to multiinstance data collections, this paper introduces a new data mining problem called multi-instance outlier identification. In the new problem, each object corresponds to multiple instances while in traditional single-instance settings, each object corresponds to only one instance. The aim of MI outlier identification is to detect abnormal instance sets while that of existing outlier stud- ies is to detect abnormal instances. Fig.1 (a) depicts traditional outlier identification situation in which each object is typically described by only one fixed-length instance. Fig.1 (b) depicts the proposed multi-instance outlier identification situation.
This study is motivated by the hard-drive reliability inspection problem [1] which aims of predicting failed hard drives. After running a reliability test for a hard drive, we can obtain a set of samples. Each sample is a feature vector (instance) which records the performance-monitoring attributes of a hard drive during a test interval. That is, each hard drive can be quantified to a set of multiple instances. Current hard-drive reliability inspection is studied through multi-instance learning [2] . The first step is to learn a multi-instance model (classifier) on the collected labeled good/failed hard drives. Then the model is used to predict a given hard drive according to its test sample set. We argue that such a learning framework is inapplicable in some cases. There are two reasons: 1) multi-instance classifier learning needs a lot of training examples (hard drives). However, failed hard drives are uneasy to collect because they occupy only a small fraction; 2) with the rapid advance of techniques, new types of hard drives are produced frequently, so learned models, established on the old types of hard drives, are not able to predict the new types of hard drives. Since failed hard drives only occupy a very small proportion which can be seen as abnormities or outliers, a multi-instance outlier identification based inspection can address the above problems. The multi-instance outlier detector is able to select the abnormal hard drives which have higher probabilities of being failed hard drives, and forward them to an advanced reliability test.
The minor motivation comes with our mind that where there are patterns, there are outliers. Since multi-instance patterns virtually exist and are studied in multi-instance learning literature (multi-instance classification can be viewed as finding multi-instance patterns and using it to classify new examples), it is worthwhile studying the identification of the multi-instance outliers which do not belong to any certain multi-instance patterns. In addition, this study is helpful for multiinstance learning due to the reason that outlier identification is an unsupervised data analysis approach; one can obtain partial structural information to aid the learning model design on multi-instance data sets.
This study presents a descriptive definition about multi-instance outliers and proposes two different multiinstance outlier detection approaches, i.e. K-MLOF and I-MLOF, based on the state-of-the-art (single-instance) outlier detector LOF (local outlier factor) [3] . Then four concrete detectors are introduced based on the two approaches. We conduct experiments on seven data collections. The results show the promising performance of the detectors in multi-instance outlier detection. The standard algorithm LOF, without considering the multiinstance setting, performs poorly in the real-world data sets.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the multi-instance outlier identification problem and analyzes the basic types of multiinstance outliers. Section 3 introduces the two identification approaches as well as four concrete multi-instance outlier detectors. Section 4 discusses the properties of the proposed detectors. Section 5 reports our experimental results on several synthetic and real-world data sets. Section 6 reviews some related work. Conclusions are given in Section 7.
2 Multi-instance outliers. 2.1 Problem description. Outlier detection is a basic data mining technique applied in many areas [4] . A definition of outliers is given by Hawkins [6] : Definition 2.1. (Hawkins outlier) An outlier is an observation that deviates so much from other observations as to arouse suspicion that it was generated by a different mechanism.
The observation refers to the data quantization of an object. In existing studies of outlier detection, each observation is quantified as a single instance. In our study, each observation is quantified as a set of multiple instances. We still use the concept "bag" in multiinstance learning to denote the set of multiple instances. The notation "bag" here is irrelevant to the concept of negative/positive bags but merely a set of instances. Based on the Hawkins outlier definition, the multiinstance outliers can be defined as: Definition 2.2. (Multi-instance outlier) A multiinstance outlier is a bag that deviates so much from other bags as to arouse suspicion that it was generated by a different mechanism.
Hawkins's definition (and also the presented multiinstance outlier definition) does not provide an obvious way to find outliers in a data collection. However, Hawkins's definition indicates two key points in outlier identification: 1) how to calculate the deviation of an observation from other observations and 2) how to set the scope of the other observations. Existing studies can be categorized according to these two points. In terms of deviation measurement, existing (single-instance) outlier identification studies contain four major methods: distance-based methods, densitybased methods, model-based methods and depth-based methods. In terms of other observations, existing studies refer to either the global observations (objects) in the data set or a certain observation's local neighborhood's observations. The outliers detected in the former studies are global outliers, while outliers in the latter are local outliers. In this work, we choose density measures and local neighborhood. Let p represent an instance and B represent a bag. A bag can be represented by B i ={p i1 ,...,p i|Bi| } where |B i | denotes the number of instances contained in B i . The multi-instance outlier identification problem is described as:
Given a set of multi-instance bags T (T = {B 1 , B 2 , ..., B |T | }), how to identify the bags whose local densities are different so much from those of the bags in their local neighborhoods? Section 3 will introduce two approaches to measure the local density of each bag and the local density differences between bags. In this study, a multi-instance outlier is also called a bag outlier; an outlier in singleinstance settings is also called an instance outlier. If no confusion occurs, they both are called "outlier".
Multi-instance outlier analysis.
A multiinstance data set is more complex than a traditional single-instance data set for the former involves two distributions: one is the bag distribution and the other is the instance distribution. Therefore, bag outliers are also more complex than instance outliers. This study summarizes two types of multi-instance outliers. In the aforementioned hard-drive inspection example, the sample set of a failed hard drive contains at least one failed sample. A failed sample can be viewed as an instance outlier for it appears rarely. This reminds us that if a bag contains at least one instance outlier, it is a bag outlier. In our study, such Instance outlier-contained Bag Outliers are called IBO for short. Fig. 2(a) gives an example of IBO (the bag with the red ellipse). There exists another type of bag outliers. In Fig. 2(b) , there is no instance outlier in the bag enclosed by a red ellipse and thus it is not an IBO. However, it can be easily observed that the red bag is much different from others. Such bag outliers are termed as Structure-abnormal Bag Outliers (SBO). An ideal multi-instance outlier detector should be capable of identifying the above two types of bag outliers. One can observe that existing outlier detection methods may be applicable to identify IBO but inapplicable to identify SBO. The following subsection briefly compares the outlier identification in multi-instance settings and in single-instance settings.
2.3 Multi-instance or single-instance? Outlier detection has been studied for a long time. There are a number of effective single-instance outlier detection algorithms applied in areas such as fraudulent medical claims, network intrusion detection, credit transaction, etc. Is it necessary to introduce a multi-instance outlier detection study? Before answering this question, we give an example about the single-instance outliers and multi-instance outliers on the same instance sets shown in Fig. 3 . The data set contains about 1000 instances. If we keep eyes on single instances in Fig. 3  (a) , the left instance scatters (they are located in small bags in Fig. 3 (b) ) are outliers; if we keep eyes on bags, the big bag in Fig. 3 (b) is an outlier as it is much different from the small bags. This simple example illustrates that multi-instance outlier identification and traditional single-instance outlier identification have different views. They have different targets and run on dif- ferent situations. It is necessary to take multi-instance outlier detection as a new research topic and employ alternative algorithms to address it. Another question also arises: can the multi-instance outlier identification problem be easily addressed just using traditional outlier detection algorithms such as LOF. Let us still take the data in Fig.3 as an example. The instances in the biggest bag never be taken as outliers if LOF applied. Hence LOF is incapable of detecting the bag outlier as shown in Fig. 3 (b) . The type of the bag outlier in Fig.  3 (b) can also be viewed as a kind of SBO for its instance structure is different from the instance structure in the small bags. It should be pointed out that existing single-instance outlier detection algorithms may be applied to detect the types of IBO bag outliers with slight modification. However, our experimental results demonstrate that the algorithms with slight modification perform poorly in real-world data sets.
3 Multi-instance outlier detection. Subsection 2.1 has described the multi-instance outlier identification problem. The description indicates it is necessary to calculate the local density of each bag at first. Note that data human obtained are usually discretely distributed, thus the physical concept of local density can not be used directly. Similar to LOF, we use the local reach-ability density (lrd) instead. After each bag's lrd is obtained, an outlier factor is calculated for each bag. A bag's outlier factor reflects the deviration of the bag's lrd from its neighbors' lrds. This section proposes two general multi-instance outlier detection approaches as well as four multi-instance outlier detectors. To differ from LOF, multi-instance LOF is termed as MLOF. We first briefly review the LOF detector.
3.1 A brief introduction of LOF. The LOF detector proposed by Breunig et al. [3] is a representative of the density based approaches. Many other methods utilize the similar mechanism of LOF such as [8] . LOF calculates the local reach-ability density at first. Given an instance p and its k-distance neighborhood N k (p), p's local reach-ability density (lrd) is defined as follows:
where reach−distance k () reflects the reach-ability from p to q in terms of k. The smaller the reach distances from p to its k-nearest neighbors, the larger the lrd of p. After the lrd of each instance is obtained, LOF uses the average lrd ratio to measure the deviation of an instance from its neighbors. The ratio is called (local) outlier factor and also denoted as LOF:
where M inP ts is the only parameter and can be tuned to detect small clusters. Intuitively, if all p's M inP tsnearest neighbors own large lrd values while p has a small lrd value, the LOF value of p is high and larger than 1. Then p is likely to be an outlier. As shown in Fig. 4 , the LOF value of p is approximate to 1 while the LOF value of q is much larger than 1. This suggests that q is an instance outlier. distances between instances in the new space are sufficient for applying classical single-instance outlier detectors such as LOF into multi-instance outlier detection. That is, we only need to construct a kernel-like function to calculate the distance in the new space:
where Kl(, ) is the kernel-like function; p 1 and p 2 are the transformed instances of B 1 and B 2 respectively. Once Kl(, ) is fixed, we can directly plunge it into LOF. This approach is called Kernel-like function based MLOF (K-MLOF). Each bag is virtually a data set. In this study, we just take the bag (set) distance function as the kernel-like function. There are many set distances. This study utilizes three set distances to construct three detectors respectively. Two of them are widely used in multi-instance learning:
(M aximum)Hausdordf f distance: Given two bags B 1 and B 2 , the Hausdorff distance is defined as follows:
Given two bags B 1 and B 2 , this distance is defined as:
We are also interested in the average distance between bags:
Average distance: Given two bags B 1 and B 2 , this distance is defined as:
The concrete detectors using the three kernel-like functions above are termed as K max -MLOF, K min -MLOF and K avg -MLOF respectively. 3.3 Instance-neighborhood based MLOF. As discussed in Subsection 2.1, local neighborhood is one of the two key factors in outlier prediction. In K-MLOF, the neighborhood of a bag depends on both the parameter M inP ts and the used kernel-like function (bag distance). We find that the three kernel-like functions (bag distances) introduced in Subsection 3.2 can not reflect the neighborhood of a bag appropriately in some cases. Fig. 6 gives an example. Intuitively, all the three bags (bag1, bag2 and bag3) around bag0 should be bag0's 1-nearest neighbors. Figs. 6 (b), (c) and (d) show the 1-nearest neighbor (also red circled) of bag0 under different bag distances introduced in Subsection 3.2 respectively. All the three results are inconsistent with our intuition and different from each other. The underlying reason is that the three kernel-like functions can not reflect the bag difference sufficiently. Indeed, to find an appropriate kernel-like function is not a trivial task. In this study, to better construct the local neighborhood, we take each of a bag's instances' neighborhoods into account. As a consequence, we propose an instanceneighborhood based outlier detection approach. This approach is called Instance-neighborhood based MLOF (I-MLOF). We only propose one concrete detector for this approach, so the detector is also called I-MLOF. Similar to the definition of LOF, the calculation for the outlier factor of each bag in I-MLOF can also be summarized as the following definitions (Definition 3.1-3.8).
Definition 3.1. (instance-bag distance) The distance between an instance p and a bag B is:
, is defined as the distance d(p, C) between p and a bag C such that: B) ) Given the k-distance of p, the kdistance neighborhood of p contains every bag whose distance from p is not greater than the p's k-distance, i.e.
For the instance p in Fig.7 , 
The k-distance neighborhood of a bag is the union of all its instances' k-distance neighborhoods. The neighborhood reflects both the inner structure of a bag and its relationships with other bags. Under this definition, the 1-distance neighborhood of bag0 in contains all the three bags around it as shown in Fig.8 . This 1-distance neighborhood is more consistent with our perception. It can be observed that different from LOF, the k-distance neighborhood of a bag does not contain just k bags. The reach-ability distance of p with respect to B is defined as:
(reach-ability distance of a bag B w.r.t. bag C) Let k be a positive integer. The reach-ability distance of a bag B with respect to C is the average reach-ability distance of instances in B with respect to C. It is defined as:
With the above definitions, we are able to define the local reach-ability density of a bag B as LOF does. Similarly, it is also necessary to introduce the parameter M inP ts as defined in LOF. Then the local reach-ability desntity (lrd) of a bag is: The lower B's lrd MinP ts is, the larger the lrd MinP ts values of B's M inP ts-nearest neighbors are, the larger the B's I − M LOF MinP ts value. This I-MLOF value denotes the difference of a bag B from its neighborhood. The larger the I-MOLF value, the more likely the bag is an outlier. For simplicity, the subscript M inP ts is usually dropped if no confusion arises.
Properties
of multi-instance outlier detectors. We investigate whether the values, which are calculated by the four detectors introduced in the previous section, of the bags deep in a cluster are close to 1. The three K-MLOF detectors (K max -MLOF, K min -MLOF and K avg -MLOF) can be seen as identifying the multi-instance outliers through identifying single-instance outliers in a transformed space. Naturally, this kind of detectors inherits the properties of LOF and the value bounds of the bags deep in a cluster keep close to 1. In [3] , the LOF value of any instance deep in a data set satisfies:
). For I-MLOF, we have the following lemma.
Lemma 4.1. Let T be a collection of bags and P be T 's instance set.
Let
Letε be defined as (reach−dist−max/reach−dist−min − 1).
Then for all bags B ∈ T with condition that (a) all the M inP ts-nearest neighbors B
′ of B are in T , and (b) all the M inP ts-nearest neighbors C of B ′ are also in T , the I -MLOF value of any bag in T satisfies:
The proof of the conclusion (i) is similar with the steps given in [3] (for Lemma 1 in [3] ). The proof of the conclusion (ii) can be obtained directly from the definitions ofε and ε. The proof procedure is omitted due to lack of space. The above lemma indicates that for bags deep in a cluster, their I-MLOF value bounds are tighter (at least no looser) than instances' LOF value bounds. Since the LOF value bounds in deep clusters are proved to be close to 1 in [3] , we can also conclude that the I-MLOF values of bags deep in a cluster are close to 1. The other important aspect is the detectors' computation performance. The computation complexity mainly depends on the M inP ts-neighborhood construction for each bag. The three K-MLOF detectors (K max -MLOF, K min -MLOF and K avg -MLOF) only differ in the bag distance calculation. When calculating the bag distance, all the three detectors need to calcu- late the pair-wise instance distances between two bags, so their computation complexities are approximately equal to each other. The I-MLOF detector needs to construct both the M inP ts-neighborhood of each instance and the M inP ts-neighborhood of each bag, so its computation complexity is higher than the K-MLOF detectors. Considering there are M bags and each bag contains L instances, now we compare the computation complexity of the four detectors in terms of the M inP ts-neighborhood construction for a single bag. We assume that the complexity of selecting M inP ts-nearest neighbors for a given object is O (N N (M inP ts) ) if all the pair-wise distances are prepared (this complexity depends on the used data structure and M inP ts, so we just use O(N N (M inP ts)) to represent it). Then for the three K-MLOF detectors, the complexity of M inP ts-neighborhood construction for a single bag of is O (N N (M inP ts) ). For I-MLOF, the first step is the M inP ts-neighborhood construction for all the instances in the bag. In this step, the complexity is O(L * N N (M inP ts)) in the simplest case and O(L 2 * N N (M inP ts)) in the worst case. The second step is the instances' M inP ts-neighborhoods merging. In this step, the complexity is about O(L * M inP ts). Then the total complexity of the two steps
. It is higher than that for K-MLOF.
Performance Evaluation.
This section evaluates the proposed four multi-instance outlier detectors (K max -MLOF, K min -MLOF, K avg -MLOF and I-MLOF) on seven data collections. Four data collections are synthetic data to test the properties of the four detectors. Other three collections come from real applications including the hard-driver inspection to test the potential of the four detectors in real use. In all the experiments, once a detector has been applied, the outlier factor values achieved by the detector for each bag are sorted from large to small. The higher a bag ranks, the more likely it is an outlier. We also investigate whether the multi-instance outlier can be identified using existing single-instance outlier detectors with slight modification. The detection involves two steps: applying existing detectors to identify instance outliers and using the results to identify bag outliers. As the proposed four multi-instance detectors are based on LOF, we slightly modify LOF to two detectors: LOF-1 and LOF-2. The steps of LOF-1 are: (1) run the LOF detector on all the instances and select the instance outliers (whose LOF values ≥ 1.5) and (2) sort the bags according to the number of instance outliers in each bag from large to small. The steps of LOF-2 are: (1) run the LOF detector on all the instances and calculate the average outlier value of the instances in each bag and (2) sort the bags according to the average outlier value of each bag from large to small. In both the two LOF detectors, the higher a bag ranks, the more likely it is an outlier.
Synthetic data collections.
5.1.1 Synthetic-1 collection. The four detectors are firstly evaluated on a data set consisting of three bag subsets. Two subsets' instances are generated from two 2-dimension Gaussian distributions with different means and variations respectively. The third subset's instances are generated from a uniform distribution. Each bag contains two to four instances. The data set is shown in Fig. 9 . There are three bag outliers as shown in the figure. All are IBOs. There are several randomly selected normal bags also enclosed by ellipses. The four detectors are applied in the M inP ts range of 2-20. The results show that K max -MLOF can detect all the outliers (their values rank top 3). I-MLOF can also detect all the outliers when M inP ts > 10. When M inP ts ≤ 10, though the values of the three outliers are all larger than 1.8, the value of IBO2 ranks fourth. K avg -MLOF fails to detect the three outliers because it takes many normal bags as outliers. For K min -MLOF, IBO2 can be correctly identified while the other two outliers' values keep close to 1 in all the M inP ts range. Figure 11 : The outlier factor values for outliers in MI1 and MI2 using different detectors.
Synthetic-2 collection.
These data sets test the variations of four detectors when instances of a bag outlier change. The data set and its variations are shown in Fig. 10 . The bag outlier (enclosed by a red ellipse) in MI2 contains one more instance outlier than the bag outlier in MI1. Intuitively, the value of the bag outlier in MI2 should be larger than that of the bag outlier in MI1. We apply the four detectors on the two data sets in the M inP ts range of 2-10. Fig. 11 (a), (b) , (c) and (d) show the variation curves achieved by the I-MLOF, K max -MLOF, K min -MLOF and K avg -MLOF respectively. The results show that I-MLOF and K avg -MLOF are able to reflect the variations correctly.
Synthetic-3 collection.
This collection tests the detectors' performances in SBO identification. The instances of the data set consist of three uniform distributions (denoted by e1, e2 and e3) in three circles respectively. The center of e1 is (4, 4) and the radius is 3. The center of e2 is (8, 10 ) and the radius is 3. The center of e3 is (12, 4) and the radius is 4. The number of instances in e3 is about 14. There are totally 201 bags. These bags contain two normal bag subsets, each of which has 100 bags: one subset' bags consist of instances from e1 and e2; the other consists of instances from e1 and e3. The left one bag is taken as the outlier whose instances come from e2 and e3. The data distribution is the similar to Fig.2 (b) . We run the four detectors in the M inP ts range of 2-10. Fig.12 shows the variation curves. It can be observed that I-MLOF and K max -MLOF are able to identify SBO correctly. K min -MLOF fails in this test (the values keep close to 1). Though K avg -MLOF detects the outlier correctly, it also takes many normal bags as outliers.
Synthetic-4 collection.
As mentioned in Section 4, K-MLOF detectors inherit the properties of LOF. Naturally, they are able to detect small clusters well. This test targets to evaluate the small cluster detection ability of I-MLOF. Three bag clusters are generated as shown in Fig. 13 . The normal cluster denoted by S1 contains 200 bags. The smaller cluster denoted by S2 contains 10 bags and the smallest cluster denoted by S3 contains 5 bags. I-MLOF is used on the data set in the MinPts range of 2-20. The results are shown in Fig. 14 . It can be observed that I-MLOF can successfully identify the small clusters. When 5 ≤ M inP ts < 10, all the bags in S3 are detected as outliers; when M inP ts ≥ 15, all the bags in both S2 and S3 are identified as outliers. The I-MLOF values of the bags in S1 keep close to 1.
Summary.
From the four tests above, we conclude that I-MLOF performs well consistently. K max -MLOF also achieves good results except in reflecting the changes of outliers as in Synthetic-2. K min -MLOF and K avg -MLOF are inferior to the former two. The following subsection reports their performance on real-world data. It is inappropriate to use the two Musk data sets directly for the proportion of negative bags is over 50%. We thus compile new data sets based on the two sets. For Musk1, 45 different new sets are compiled by including all the positive bags and adding one of the negative bags (as the outlier) in turn; for Musk2, 63 new data sets are compiled by including all its positive bags and adding one of the negative bags in turns. That is, for each new data set, there is only one outlier (negative bag). In each run, the proposed three multi-instance detectors calculate the outlier value of each bag. If the bag with the highest value is a negative bag, we say the outlier (negative bag) is correctly detected. We evaluate the detectors in terms of the correctly detected times (CDT) on all the compiled new data sets. We also apply the two LOF detectors (LOF-1 and LOF-2) aforementioned in the beginning of this section. Fig. 15 shows the CDT of the four multi-instance detectors as well as LOF on 
5.2.2
Hard-drive inspection data set. This data set is available at [24] . The data are collected from 369 drives each of which is labeled good or failed, with 178 drives in the good category and 191 ones in the failed category. Drives with good labels came from a reliability test which was run in a controlled environment by the manufacturer. Drives with failed labels were returned to the manufacturer from users after failure occurs. Each sample in the data set records 60 performance-monitoring attributes for a drive in a single time interval. For each drive, most recent 300 samples with time order are saved (300 is set by the drive manufacture). Then each drive corresponds to a set of samples. Detailed description about the data set can be found in [2] . We extract each drive's last ten samples to construct a bag for each drive. As a result, 369 bags are obtained including 178 good bags and 191 failed bags. With the same compiling manner for Musk data, 191 new data sets are compiled. Each new set contains 179 bags including all of the 178 good ones and one of the 191 failed ones (in turns). There is also only one outlier in each new data set. The data are preprocessed using the equal-width binning approach introduced in [2] .
Ideally, for each new data set, the outlier's (failed hard drive's sample set) value achieved by a detector should be the highest in the set. However, it is too difficult. We consider that if an outlier's value ranks top in the set, for example top 3 or top 5, the result is also meaningful. The reason is that in an unsupervised hard-drive inspection context, we are able to first apply a multi-instance detector to calculate the values of all the bags and then re-check the bags' corresponding hard drives whose values rank top-n (e.g. 5). That is, the detector can help us to reduce the range of suspicious failed hard drivers. Then we use top-n detection rate to evaluate the detectors. Top-n detection rate means the number of outliers which rank top-n according to their values proportions to the number of test times (sets). It ranges from 0 to 1 and the higher the better. Topn detection rate for a detector, for example I-MLOF, over the 191 data sets is calculated as: (1) run the detector on the 191 sets one by one, (2) count the times that the failed bag's value rank top n in the test set it locates and (3) calculate the proportion of the times over 191. In the experiments, n is set as 1, 2, 4, and 5 (the reason of choosing these numbers is that 1/179 . = 0.5%, 2/179 . = 1%, 4/179 . = 2% and 5/179 . = 3%). Fig.17 shows the top-n detection rates of the six detectors. The results indicate that I-MLOF achieves slightly better results than K min -MLOF. They both outperform other two detectors K max -MLOF and K avg -MLOF. Both LOF-1 and LOF-2 under perform I-MLOF and K min -MLOF.
5.3
Discussions. Based on the synthetic data sets, we conclude that I-MLOF and K max -MLOF outperform others. Based on the real-word data sets, we conclude that I-MLOF and K min -MLOF achieve similar results and outperform others overall. In the real-world sets, we can observe that LOF performs poorly. On Musk 1, the highest CDT achieved by LOF-1 and LOF-2 is 21 while that of multi-instance detectors is 31. On Musk 2, the highest CDT achieved by LOF-1 and LOF-2 is 15 while that of multi-instance detectors is 36. For the hard-drive inspection data sets, we list the highest top-n detection rates of the six detectors in Table 1 . It is obvious that I-MLOF and K min -MLOF outperform LOF-1 and LOF-2 significantly. K max -MLOF is also superior to LOF-1 and LOF-2 in top-4 and top-5 detection rates.
The experiments above focus on the performance comparison among the four multi-instance detectors as well as two LOF detectors. However, we investigate more about whether the study of multi-instance outlier Figure 17 : Top-n detection rates of the six detectors on the compiled hard-drive inspection data. That is, the difference between negative bags and good bags of Musk1 seems bigger than that of Musk2. Musk1 appears to be easier to classify than Musk2. We find that such conclusion is consistent with the summarization in [13] which shows that the error classification rate of Musk1 is usually smaller than that of Musk2 under the same multi-instance learning method (please see Table  2 in [13] ). This case suggests multi-instance outlier detection may provide hidden data information and is a potential tool for aiding multi-instance learning. In the hard-drive inspection experiment, the highest top-1 detection rate is 47.36% and the highest top-5 detection rate is 78.12%. The results are encouraging because failed hard drive prediction is a very challenging task in practice (The reported industrial inspection rate is only 3-10% and the best supervised inspection rate achieved in research communities is 50.6% [2] ). Note that this study is the initial research on multi-instance outlier detection. With further studies, the detection rate can be increased to meet the requirements of real use. We are interested in comparing K max -MLOF and K min -MLOF viewing that K max -MLOF outperforms K min -MLOF on the synthetic data sets and vice verse on the real world data sets. The reason lies in that different bag distances are suitable for different kinds of data. (Maximum) Hausdorff distance is sensitive to each instance in a bag. Hence if data contain noise, the noise will greatly undermine the distance measures between bags. Fig.18 (a) shows three bags. It can be perceived that the distance between bag1 and bag2 should be smaller (at least no bigger) than that between bag2 and bag3. According to (Maximum) Hausdorff distance, the distance between bag2 and bag3 is smaller than that between bag1 and bag2 for the distances are mainly determined by the red instance in bag2. However, if minimum Hausdorff distance is applied, the result is consistent with our perception that the distance between bag1 and bag2 are smaller. Fig.  18 (b) also shows three bags. It can also be perceived that the distance between bag1 and bag2 should be smaller (at least no bigger) than that between bag2 and bag3. According to minimum Hausdorff distance, however, the distance between bag2 and bag3 is smaller than that between bag1 and bag2. The reason is that though minimum Hausdorff is insensitive to most of the instances in bags, it ignores the inner structure of a bag. (Maximum) Hausdorff distance obtains more reasonable result that the distance between bag1 and bag2 are smaller. In Subsection 3.2, both the above distances are taken as kernel-like functions. Indeed, kernel method has obtained great success in pattern recognition and machine learning. Thus KMLOF may be more flexible and expandable than I-MLOF, though it seems inferior to I-MLOF in its current form. To find more suitable kernel-like functions and introduce true multi-instance kernels will be the focus of our future work.
6
Related work. There are a large number of outlier detection studies in previous literature [10, 11, 12, 15] . Since multi-instance outliers share the similar definition as single-instance outliers and they only differ in the observation quantization discussed in Subsection 2.1, all the existing outlier identification algorithms are related to this study and are able to be adapted into multi-instance settings to identify multi-instance outliers. The other related study is the multi-instance learning. It has been obtaining increasing attention recently. Many traditional learning tasks have been brought into multi-instance framework and yields several new machine learning issues such as multi-instance ranking [14, 17] , multi-instance clustering [18, 19] , etc. Multi-instance learning is a supplementary study of the classical single-instance learning research. Our study brings the classical data mining task, i.e. outlier detection, into multi-instance settings. It is also a supplementary study of the traditional outlier detection research. The multi-instance learning research that most related to our study is multi-instance clustering. They both are unsupervised. However, multiinstance clustering focuses on the main clusters (patterns) of a multi-instance data collection while multiinstance outlier detection focuses on the abnormal ob-jects which do not belong to any clusters (patterns).
7
Conclusions. In this paper, we have studied the outlier identification for multi-instance data sets. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first work dedicated to the topic. The contributions of this paper are summarized as follows:
(1) We have formalized the multi-instance outliers and summarized multi-instance outliers into two basic types: IBO and SBO.
(2) Based on the classical single-instance outlier detector LOF, we have proposed two general multiinstance outlier identification approaches: K-MLOF and I-MLOF. Four concrete detectors are then introduced: K max -MLOF, K min -MLOF, K avg -MLOF and I-MLOF.
(3) We have compared the four multi-instance detectors as well as two LOF-based detectors on seven data collections. Experimental evaluation shows that I-MLOF achieves good results on all the collections while LOF detectors perform poorly. The poor performance of LOF demonstrates the single-instance algorithm is inapplicable in multi-instance settings directly. The experimental results also reveal that multi-instance outlier identification is promising for real applications.
As discussed in the paper, multi-instance outlier detection is an important research topic. There are still many problems which need to be addressed, for example: (1) the efficiency and scalability are important for a single-instance outlier detector [9] . One can adapt the main ideas of existing studies into the multi-instance settings and (2) One can bring the multi-instance kernel studies [21] to improve the K-MLOF approach.
